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James Carson has gotten away with murder three times. The only thing that might stop him

from killing again? The three women he murdered.He hunted them online, masquerading as an

eligible bachelor. Then he played the perfect gentleman, a thick layer of charm and a thousand-

watt smile hiding the fact that his first dates end in shallow graves.What James doesn’t know is

that his three victims have found each other. And that they're coming for him.Brecia, Meghan,

and Skye might be dead, but they’re not gone. And they won’t rest until they find a way to keep

him from killing again.The haunt is on.



Ask for Jim Seals, Ask for Dallas Cowboys

The Ex-Husband: An absolutely gripping psychological thriller with a killer twist, Make It Up To

Me: A shocking psychological thriller, Best Friends Forever: A gripping psychological thriller,

The Housemaid: An absolutely addictive psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, Wrong

Exit: A psychological suspense thriller (Treacherous Trips Collection - Standalone Thrillers)

Brett, “Lyrical and Scary as hell. Like the previous book I read by this author, this story grabs

hold firmly and refuses to let go. I gasped audibly at the end of the first chapter and everything

beyond just kept the pace, ending in a heart pounding climax that had me actually

shaking.When I understood the premise, admittedly I worried about how much I can care about

the stakes for characters that already got the axe. I was quickly shown that my concerns were

invalid. Noelle W. Ihli writes with a lyricism that you rarely find in the genre. Many times I caught

myself so moved by a passage I had to text it to a friend. She manages an emotional link

between reader and character that makes everything feel more real and personal. Her ability to

bring to life both the victim and the killer in such a fully realized way is what brings this author

firmly into my favorite writers list. I am not lying when I say I am already anxious for her next

book!”

S. D. Beallis, “Unique and compelling!. I could barely put down this book. And after I finished, I

thought about it for quite a while, which sucked because I should have been sleeping after

reading long past my bedtime.This is such a unique take on the serial killer story. It doesn't

take the reader long to find out that the victims are ghosts, and they are haunting people

involved with their respective cases, including the killer himself. But what can they do? They

seem powerless. Besides making the lights flicker, they have no power over the living.Great

read that will keep you wondering just how things are going to work out.  Highly recommend!”

Shannon Jump, “Three ghosts and a serial killer walk into a bar…. I’m not usually one for ghost

stories, or anything in the paranormal realm for that matter, but this one was so unique and

different that I couldn’t stop reading.I loved the alternating first-person narratives from the

victims, the short chapters, and the interesting take on the after life.I did find it slightly repetitive

at times, but as someone who usually needs a limb twisted to pick up a paranormal themed

novel, I have to say I thoroughly enjoyed this one!”

Cdanz, “A Fun Read. I haven’t read a work of fiction in a long time. I stumbled upon this one

and it sounded like a fun read.  It didn’t disappoint, and was also pretty suspenseful at times.”

Avid Reader, “Thrilling. This book was a different take on the usual serial killer genre. I like the

focus on the girls lives and even that of their families. I liked that you got to see all perspectives

of what murder can do. The ghost premise was thrilling. There were moments I cried. I read

this author again.”

Luna Palico, “Good read. The ending was beautiful. It's sad that it was from the point of view of

3 ghosts but  were murdered but justice is done at the end.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing book!. I truly wish this is what happens when you pass away. I



loved this book! I'll probably read it again! Lol”

Amanda Pelesky, “Clever and well written. I appreciate the perspective this author took, writing

a story that carefully weaves the characters together and manages to have a fresh take on the

murder mystery / haunting genre.”

bwichkan, “Totally Gripping. This is a brilliant read.Wonderful well written plot and story line

that had me engaged from the start.Love the well fleshed out characters and found them

believable.Great suspense and found myself second guessing every thought I had

continuously.Can't wait to read what the author brings out next.Recommend reading.”

The book by Noelle West Ihli has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 61 people have provided feedback.
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